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Better Together: Hybrid Cloud 
and Continuous Delivery
In the age of technology-empowered custom-
ers, the timing and quality of your applications 
can make or break you. To be competitive, you 
need to deploy applications faster and deliver 
new features more consistently. However, 
many current release management and de-
ployment processes are still manual and prone 
to error. 

Designed to support proven DevOps tenets 
such as collaboration, continuous delivery, de-
ployment automation, and frequent updates—
HCM helps enterprises accelerate time to 
market for applications and deliver high levels 
of customer responsiveness.

Key Benefits
Faster Time to Market
To accelerate response times you have to elim-
inate those manual, error-prone tasks. HCM 
provides the automation tools and capabili-
ties required for complex multi-tier application 
release management and deployment across 
the application lifecycle.

More Accurate Fulfillment
Accuracy begins with your models. HCM mod-
els infrastructure and application components 
separately. This unique approach increases 
accuracy of release deployment by allowing 
components to be matched based on appli-
cation requirements at the time of deployment.

Increased Efficiency and Collaboration
Developers who spend less time trouble-
shooting have more time to innovate. HCM 
frees up time by using the same application 
deployment models for consistent, repeat-
able deployments across different stages of 
the application pipeline.

Out-of-Box Integration across 
DevOps Tool Chain
HCM protects your current tool, content, 
and service investments. Out-of-the-box 

integrations with Jenkins, TFS, Bamboo, Chef, 
Puppet, VMware, Amazon, Azure, and many 
others allows you to use existing templates 
and configurations. HCM also provides open, 
documented APIs to support custom inte-
grations, so your tools of choice can be used 
throughout the application lifecycle.

Learn More At
www.microfocus.com/hybridcloud

Enable Continuous Delivery with 
DevOps-Driven Cloud Management
The Micro Focus® Hybrid Cloud Management (HCM) suite combines continuous delivery and release 
automation with hybrid cloud management and IT process automation for DevOps-driven organiza-
tions that want to deliver applications to any cloud, any environment and any technology.
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